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Easy!: Reference Management for the Professional is a valuable educational resource for
biomedical and healthcare professionals, including researchers, physicians, students, information
systems professionals, managers, teachers, librarians, and other professionals engaged in scientific
manuscript writing. It offers a practical, 'how to' manual providing easy-to-follow, step-by-step
advice on using EndNote®, a popular reference management software package.EndNote® 1-2-3
Easy! offers valuable instruction on: Designing reference citations for manuscripts Ensuring
accurate formatting of bibliography for articles submitted to scientific journals Organizing and
storing selected references for future use from online databases like PubMed and the Library of
Congress Teaching reference management or EndNote® courses Using EndNote with Internet
databases and PDAs Using EndNote Web Plus value-added features, including: Cheat sheets for
quick reference A 'Quick Summary' outlining the most important instructions at the beginning of
each chapter. This book is meant to be used with computers running Windows® operating systems
only. EndNote is a registered trademark of the Thomson Corporation. Advance Praise for EndNote®
1-2-3 Easy! 'EndNote 2 solves endmatter woes; Agrawal makes Endnote easy.' Dr. James J. Reilly,
Surgeon 'The step-by-step instructions on how to maximize the potential of Endnote that...
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This publication is worth acquiring. It is actually full of knowledge and wisdom You are going to like the way the blogger publish this book.
-- Pr of. Sta nley Her miston
A brand new e book with a new perspective. I could comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. I am quickly will get a satisfaction of
reading through a written ebook.
-- Clemmie Rolfson
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